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NATO – 70th Anniversary of the Most Murderous –
and Legal – Organization on our Planet

By Peter Koenig
Global Research, April 06, 2019

Theme: History

On  4th  of  April  2019  NATO  (North  Atlantic  Treaty  Organization)  “celebrated”  the

70th Anniversary of its murderous existence. This horror organization was born sort of as a
“Rosemary’s Baby”, signed into life in Washington DC, as the North Atlantic Treaty. Its
creation was absolutely unethical but also absolutely “legal” – meaning what we, the west,
have made the law, a man-made law for war, was applied by the Washington-Pentagon
driven NATO. Estimates have it, that NATO and its ‘allies’, cronies, proxies and mercenaries
killed more than 20 million people since NATO’s existence, basically since the end of WWII.
Compare this with about 70 to 80 million killed in WWII.  –  The 70 years of NATO are
considered “Peace Time” – were they really a period of Peace?

This is a call on all NATO members to exit NATO – to opt for Peace and to exit NATO! To stop
fighting wars – to liberate yourselves from the shackles of NATO.

Was  the  artificially  and  under  totally  false  pretenses,  as  we  know today,  Cold  War,  which
started immediately after WWII and lasted until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 – a
period of Peace? – Or was it rather a period of constant intimidation for war, a period of
armament of  the west,  a  period of  maximizing profits  for  the mainly  US military  industrial
complex – a period, to destroy any chance the Soviet Union may have had to economically
advance, as the arms race made it impossible for the USSR, the country that won WII, to
concentrate on economic development at home after having lost 25 million lives and her
basic production infrastructure.

And yes, it was the Soviet Union – not the “allies” (US, UK, and France) that liberated the
world at the time from the German Nazi dominance. And yes, western history books tell you
a different story. Western history books are never to be trusted.

The  entirely  Pentagon-run  NATO has  today  29  member  countries  (see  NATO member
states), 26 of which are in Europe, and one, Turkey, in Eurasia. Plus, there are a number of
“associated” or wannabe members, like Ukraine, Israel – and in recent months, would you
believe!  –  Colombia  in  South  America  joined  NATO  through  a  so-called  “Cooperation
Agreement”, dating back to 2013 – and Brazil is perhaps the next candidate. The US want to
control again their “backyard”, by applying again their Monroe Doctrine (no foreign power,
other than the US, in Latin America) except, that the backyard has learned its lesson.

While Venezuela and her hydrocarbon and other mineral riches is the main target right now
for  NATO’s  presence in  Colombia and perhaps soon in  Brazil,  the most  democratically
elected government in the western world, is not just buckling under, as Washington is used
to from the past. No. Venezuela has a solid strategic, economic – and MILITARY alliance with
Russia and China. Despite all the infamous Trump-Pompeo-Bolton saber-rattling, its Russia
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and China who are drawing the red line. So much for the Monroe Doctrine. Times ar’a
changing.

The US/NATO – all  ruled by the Pentagon – have about 800 – and according to some
estimates more than 1,000 military bases in about 100 countries. Not all are known to the
public. The funds used to arm and maintain the bases are your tax-payer’s moneys. While
producing weapons for the NATO killing bulldozer, these moneys are not available for much
needed, education and health care, let alone basic infrastructure in poor countries, precisely
those countries that are being colonized by the US / NATO military bases.

It has, of course, never been a priority for the western elite – those financial-military-petrol
and lie-propaganda giants – that dark shady neofascist state that pretends to manipulates
the rest of the world, to care for people’s health, and, of course even less so, for people’s
education. Educated people are dangerous for these nefarious lecherous, greedy kingpins.

Take note! People around the world, your education is not wanted. Instead the money –
YOUR MONEY – your government is supposed spend to give you a decent education so you
can earn a decent living and understand the ropes of this ever more complex globe – these
funds – YOUR FUNDS – are spent for arming to the teeth the NATO bases, to colonize you
and your countries, to enslave you to a One World Order under a western dollar dominated
financial hegemony.

They have already all the instruments in place, IMF, World Bank, World Trade Organization
(WTO); they are subordinates to NATO. Get out of them too. They are the “elite’s” (for lack
of a better term) tool to suffocate you with debt – so you will be at their mercy and sell them
your  resources  for  a  pittance.  Create  your  own  economy,  outside  of  the  realm  of
GLOBALIZATION, of globalized neoliberalism, bordering already today on neofascism. Get
out of NATO – and the rest will follow.

Because that’s what Europe has become: A US-NATO-Pentagon colony. European Nations –
you think since you are a member of NATO, you have a say in NATO decisions? – Better
think again. You know, you have no say in NATO. It couldn’t be more obvious that the
Pentagon is calling the shots. Trump and his minions, on behalf of the Pentagon and, of
course, on behalf of the military industrial oligarchs, is threatening you – you European
members, better pay up to NATO, or else… Whatever “else” means, it’s supposed to scare
you. You know, you leaders (sic) of so-called EU members, you have been coopted to obey.
Your non-elected European Commission (EC) that calls the shots on European legislation –
yes, not the EU Parliament – has also been bought by Washington. The EU is nothing but a
puppet of Washington and run by NATO.

But, then, what can you expect, the European Union was never an idea of Europeans. It was
an  idea  born  by  the  CIA  already  during  WWII  –  then  transplanted  to  some  “willing”
Europeans, with the promise of NATO protection from the evil Soviets. And, bingo, the red
scaredid it. It was the US Senator Joseph McCarthyera. The Red Scare. And today, we live in
the entire wester era Russia Scare, then the China Scare, scares no-end – they keep NATO in
place – keep NATO in Europe and gradually moving around the world – South China Sea,
Latin America; the scares keep NATO ravaging and killing millions around the globe.

All the while – there is a real danger of a nuclear war – People, wake up! The Masters of
WAR, NATO, are just waiting for the moment to provoke that infamous Red Button. People of
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this Universe, don’t you realize – if that happens, we are all doomed; mankind is doomed.
Mother Earth may recover, but humans self-destruct.

People! Before that happens, kill  the killing machine; kill  NATO in its roots. Exit NATO!
Contribute no penny anymore to the NATO budget. Withdraw from NATO, get out of NATO.
Kick NATO out of your sovereign countries. Regain your NATO-stolen sovereignty. – And you
will  see the feeling of  Peace enhances your wellbeing,  while the constant fear  of  war
destroys your soul.

Getting out of NATO is actually easy, it’s also legally possible. As per Article 13 of the NATO
charter, all of you members are eligible to exit NATO and to opt for PEACE:

There most likely may be multiple attempts to coopt (buy) your leaders again, under the
false pretenses of security. Don’t fall for it. There is no danger from the “East”. In fact,
neither Russia or China have an expansionist history. They have a different philosophy. They
are seeking a  multipolar  world,  by  connecting to  what  is  most  logical  –  the so-called
European  Continent,  which  is  geographically  just  the  western  most  part  of  the  huge
contiguous  Continent  of  Eurasia,  even including the Middle  East.  Trading with  friendly
nations within this huge land mass is not only logical, it had been done in the past for
thousands of years.

Chinese President Xi Jinping, six years ago, launched the so-called Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), also called the New Silk Road, connecting the world with transport, industrial cultural,
learning and research infrastructure; the largest and most brilliant all-inclusive economic
development project of known human history. It aims at connecting people, not separating
them. It aims at equality and justice, including those left behind, for a world of Peace. As a
Chinese delegate to an international conference recently said – we are building bridges to
connect people, while the west is building walls.

It’s time for a new era of Peace. Seventy years of NATO, of killing for dominance and greed –
is passé. Stop NATO. Exit NATO. Abolish NATO.

*
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